Surgical Products

Lone Star Reusable
Retractor Rings
For simpler, better managed surgeries.
For a wide range of surgical
procedures
Benefits
Excellent visibility
Adapts and repositions quickly

Maximum exposure.

Adjustable tension for
optimal exposure
Frees up OR staff

Minimum effort.

Resilient and reusable.

Lone Star

RETRACTOR
SYSTEM™

Lone Star Reusable Retractor Rings
Flexible. Durable. Remarkable!

Reusable Retractor Rings
Specifications
Stainless Steel Retractor Rings

So simple - and yet so capable. These Reusable Retractor Rings
have the qualities you need for optimum surgical results. They
dramatically improve visibility in the surgical field, by eliminating
the need for manual retractors and the personnel to hold them.
The articulated design adapts to any region of the anatomy.
Adjustable hinges and a system of Elastic Stay hooks allow easy
positioning and repositioning throughout the procedure, without
placing undue pressure on delicate tissues.

Packaged singly, ready for sterilization.

1103

11.6 cm (96 grams)

Resilient aluminum and durable stainless steel construction stand
up to repeated use. Every detail supports more efficient surgeries
from start to finish.

1104

32.2 cm x 18.4 cm (236 grams)

1107

14.5 cm x 14.5 cm (206 grams)

1110

24.3 cm x 24.3 cm (380 grams)

2200

27.5 cm x 18.4 cm (795 grams)

2201

16.4 cm x 11.6 cm (340 grams)

Aluminum Retractor Rings
Packaged singly, ready for sterilization.

Ease and Precision in 3 Simple Steps

1. Place Ring around initial incision. Insert Elastic Stay hooks
into tissue and retract in directly opposing quadrants. Slots
on ring allow easy placement for proper tension.
1107

2. Reposition or add hooks throughout procedure to maintain
balanced retraction.
3. When closing, place stays along axis of the incision to create
tension to facilitate precise staple or suture placement.
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www.coopersurgical.com
To find out more about the Lone Star Reusable Retractor Rings, or to place an order call 800.243.2974.
Lone Star Retractor System™ is a trademark of CooperSurgical, Inc.
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